Scanning laser cytometry.
There are many tasks to which flow cytometers are unsuited, e.g., measurement of attached cells, repeated measurements of a single cell over time, and localization of probes in or on cells. Devices such as confocal microscopes and microscope-based imaging systems allow high-resolution analysis and provide flexibility, but typically have low sample throughput and often require a high level of interaction with a technically sophisticated operator. Scanning laser cytometers, which can make low-resolution, multiparameter optical measurements of light scattering and fluorescence similar to those of flow cytometers, provide reasonably high sample throughput and may, depending on the purpose for which they are designed, either allow for considerable flexibility and operator interaction or permit analysis of large numbers of samples without an operator in attendance. This unit presents an overview of sanning laser cytometers, including such topics as the operating principles, data analysis, and commercially available systems and their applications.